Introduction
Let X=(X, <, *, %) be a loosely closed graduated field; in [5, §8, Theorem I], Strodt showed that the algebraic closure of any field ¡F asymptotically constrained over X is realized by an extension field in JT which is also asymptotically constrained over A" (see [5, § §1-7] for definitions and terminology). In certain applications of this result the asymptotically constrained field $F is subjected to isomorphisms A (onto other such subfields of Jf) satisfying A(/)~/for each nonzero / in J2; and X(m) = m for each m e Jt. We call such isomorphisms ^#-stable; their action is often connected with dependence of the members of $• on parameters. The existence of ^-stable isomorphisms and theii role in the theory developed by Strodt and the author [4] - [8] are recent discoveries.
[5] provides the basic context for discussion of ^-stable isomorphisms, but provides no techniques for attacking certain problems arising in their study. Two particular questions arise in connection with an ^-stable isomorphism A of the asymptotically constrained field W:
(a) Does A extend, preferably uniquely, to an ^-stable isomorphism o of the algebraic closure in CF of 3F onto that of H&)1 (b) If such a a exists, can its action be related to that of A with sufficient precision that we can identify and study effectively the action induced by o of certain parameters associated with A?
Affirmative answers to these questions, especially the second, are crucial to our applications. In this paper we obtain affirmative answers to both of these questions.
Part I contains two main results, Theorems A and B. In Theorem A we show that the elements -<1 in algebraic extensions in JT of an asymptotically constrained field & have simple representations in terms of the elements -<1 in & and special algebraic elements whose behavior is easily determined without "multiplicity problems" from certain equations they satisfy. This theorem provides the constructions which clinch both the existence and uniqueness arguments in Theorem B,
where we obtain the unique extending isomorphism o desired in question (a). Once a is produced, its action is easily documented in Theorem B via the analysis in Theorem A. This documentation constitutes a satisfactory answer to question (b) .
We postpone most of the proof of Theorem A until § §10-20, so as to give a quicker airing of the role of Theorem A in the proof of Theorem B.
§ §10-20 involve an excursion into valuation theory. We consider an asymptotically constrained field ¡F, and a finitely generated normal extension (in Mf), VofiF. We study Ô, the integral closure in IS of the valuation ring 0 = {fie !F : f-¿ 1}. The crux of the discussion is our construction of an element r¡ in §, all of whose algebraic conjugates are distinct and are ~ to distinct elements of <€. Using r¡ with its strong "nonmultiplicity"
properties, we perform an analysis of the structure of Ö and <& which results in the proof of Theorem A.
In part II we consider systems of asymptotically constrained fields connected bŷ #-stable isomorphisms. We apply Theorem B to show, in Theorem C, that the algebraic closures (in Mf) of these fields, together with the unique extendinĝ ■-stable isomorphisms between them, form systems with the same properties as the original ones.
In part III we specialize the results in part II to the context of the class of function theoretic graduated fields of [5, § §51-61] . The fields in part II become essentially fields of meromorphic functions with certain asymptotic behavior. The isomorphisms are given "locally" by analytic dependence of the functions on certain parameters; the basic asymptotic behavior of each function is uniform with respect to this dependence. Theorem D, in a direct application of Theorems B and C, shows that the extending ^#-stable isomorphisms are given locally by the analytic dependence on these parameters of the functions in the algebraic closures, and that the basic asymptotic behavior of each of these functions is uniform with respect to this dependence.
In part IV we sketch an application of the above to a problem in algebraic differential equations.
In the sequel we employ the definitions and notations of [5, § §1-7, 15] , with the exception that we do not adhere to the convention in [5] of denoting sets containing zero by letters with zero subscript. Throughout this paper the graduated field X=(Mf, -<, ty, %) is fixed and loosely closed in any given discussion. Accordingly we will employ the following conventions:
(c) all extensions of rings and fields we discuss are tacitly understood to lie in the relevant Mf, with exception of those in §16; (d) the phrase "asymptotically constrained over X" in [5] will usually be abbreviated to "a.cn. over A"' or simply "a.en." Thus all algebraic elements and extensions relative to a given a.cn. field F are understood to lie in the relevant field Mf; the fact that X is loosely closed assures that all such constructions can be realized within a.cn., algebraically closed subfields of Mf.
We introduce the following notations:
(e) the set {fe CF : f<l) is denoted by {-<1}, and the set {feJf :/^l} is denoted by {^ 1} (where (Jt~ <, <W, %) is the ambient graduated field).
I. Quasilinear Generators and ^-Stable Isomorphisms 1. In part I ( § §1-20) all discussions except in §16 take place relative to a given, loosely closed graduated field X=(Jf, < <?/, <ë).
Definition.
Let Q(Y)=q0 + Y+q2Y2 + ■ ■ ■ +qnYn, where {q0,q2,...,qn} <={^1}. Then Q is called a quasilinear polynomial. If in addition, {q0, q2,.. . ,<7"}cŵ here F is a subfield of 3t, then Q is said to be a quasilinear polynomial over F.\fv is a root -< 1 of some quasilinear polynomial Q over a subfield F of Cf, v is said to be quasilinear over ¡F.
3. Remark. A given quasilinear polynomial Q has at most one root «<1; if Q(vx) = Q(v2)=0 with vx, v2 e{-<l}, then after some manipulation we obtain Q(v2)-Q(vx) = (v2 -vx)(l +e) = 0 with e<l, which implies v2 = vx. 4. Definition. Let 'S be an extension field of an a.cn. field &. Suppose that for some v which is quasilinear over IF, we have (4.1) <S = F(v) (<S is generated over 3F by v\ (4.2) if g in <S is <1, then ^ = F(^) [1-r-S(v) ]"1 holds, where F and 5 are polynomials whose coefficients lie in F and are -<1. Then 'S is said to be quasilinearly generated over F, and v is called a quasilinear generator for 'S over F.
5. Theorem A. Let F be an a.cn. field.
(5.1) Every finitely generated normal algebraic extension of 3F is quasilinearly generated over ¡F.
(5.2) Let {gx, g2,..., gn} be a finite set of elements, each -< 1 and algebraic over ¡F. Then there is an element v, quasilinear over ¡F, and there are polynomials Rx, Sx, R2, S2,..., Fn, 5», with their coefficients in F and -< 1, such that Î. = W[1+*)]-1 holds, i= 1, 2,.. ., n. v may be assumed to be a quasilinear generator for a finitely generated normal algebraic extension of F containing {gx, g2,..., gn}.
Proof. (5.1) is proven in § §10-20. To prove (5.2), we find (as we may by standard field theory) a finitely generated normal algebraic extension of F (in Jf, as always), containing {gx, g2,..., gn} and apply (5.1) and the conditions of §4. 3) Let {gi, g2,..., g"} be a finite set of elements in @x and -< 1. Then there is an element v, quasilinear over Fx, and there are polynomials Rt, S¡, i= 1, 2,..., n, all with coefficients in !FX and -< 1, such that
hold, i=l, 2,..., n, where XR¡ and XS¡ are the polynomials obtained by applying X to the coefficients of R, and S¡, /= 1, 2,..., n, and where o(v) is the unique root -< 1 of the quasilinear polynomial XQ obtained by applying A to the coefficients of any quasilinear polynomial Q over -Fx of which v is a root.
(9.4) Let {hx,..., hn} be a finite set of nonzero elements in @x. We have A¡ = mi(l +gd~mi with m, in Jt and g¡ in (SX and <\, /'= 1, 2,..., n. Moreover o(h¡) = m(l +o-(g¡)) holds, where g¡ and <T(g¡) may be given as in (9.3), /'= 1, 2,..., n.
Proof. Zorn's lemma yields, after a routine discussion, a triple (Mfx, Mf2, a) where Mfx and Mf2 are algebraic extensions of ¡Fx and F2 respectively, a is an ^"-stable isomorphism of^ onto ^extending A, and (Mfx, Mf2, a) is maximal in the sense that if fx and f2 are algebraic extensions of Mfx and Mf2 respectively, and t is an .-^-stable isomorphism of fx onto f2 extending a, then fx=Mfx and f2 = Mf2.
We claim Mfx = e$x. Suppose this claim false. Then Mfx is not algebraically closed, and neither is its isomorph Mf2. We may, then, and do choose fx a proper, finitely generated normal algebraic extension of Mfx. By Theorem A, §5, (5.1), ßx has a quasilinear generator, say v, over Mfx; since fx is a proper extension, v^O must hold.
Let F be the minimal polynomial of v over Mfx, and denote by oP the polynomial obtained by applying a to the coefficients of F. Using [5, §24] , we see that v is ~ to some point of instability of F (cf. [5, §5] ). In [5, § §28-36] , an algorithm is discussed for finding all the points of instability of P. This algorithm depends only on the members of JÍ to which the coefficients of F are ~ ; since c is .^-stable, the algorithm and its results are invariant under a. We conclude that F and aP have the same points of instability. Since 'S2 is algebraically closed, we may write oP( Y) = (Y-rx)(Y-r2)-■ (Y-rn) where the ri all lie in eS2, and see from this representation that every point of instability for oP is ~ to at least one r,. Hence some rt must be ~v; we fix such a root r¡ and call it r(v).
From standard field theory, we obtain an isomorphism t of ^x=JFx(v) onto ¿F2(r(v)), extending o and taking v to t(v). We claim r is ^#-stable. Evidently T(m) = o(m) = m for each m e Jt. Hence, by §8, t will be ^"-stable if r(g)-<l holds whenever g<l. We choose such a g in ¿Fx(v) = #x and conclude from Theorem A, §5, that since v is a quasilinear generator for fx over $FX,
holds where F and S are polynomials with their coefficients in ^ n {-< 1}. Since t is simply the .^-stable o on these coefficients and since t(v)-<1, r(g)<[ holds.
Letting f2 = ¿F2(t(v)), we see that the triple (ßx, ß2, t) contradicts the maximally of (J^i, 2tF2, o). Hence our original claim that J^x = 'Sx is true. It follows immediately that M'2 = 'S2.
To show a is the unique ^-stable isomorphism of (SX onto ^2 extending A, we suppose <p is any other such isomorphism. Then <p~lo is an ^"-stable automorphism of Ißi, fixing .Fx. We will show <p~1o is the identity automorphism, which will prove the uniqueness.
Since automorphisms of Sx fixing Fx carry each normal extension of Fx onto itself, and since each element of <SX lies in a finitely generated normal algebraic extension of Fx, it suffices to let êx be such an extension, to let 8 be an ^"-stable automorphism of êx fixing .Fx, and to show that 8 is the identity. By Theorem A, §5, (5.1), êx = Fx(p) where p is a quasilinear generator of Sx over Fx and is a root of some quasilinear polynomial Q over Fx. 8(p) is a root -<1 of Q since 8 \sJt-stable; hence 8(p)=p (cf. §3) holds. Hence 8 is the identity, as claimed.
The assertion in (9.3) follows immediately from Theorem A, §5, (5.1), from the fact that o is ^"-stable extending A, and from the fact that quasilinear polynomials have at most one root -<1. To prove (9.4) we write gi = (l/mi)(hi -mi), where Ai~wi e Jt, and apply (9.3) and the fact that a fixes Jt.
10. In § §11-20, F denotes an a.cn. field, and 'S denotes a finitely generated normal algebraic extension of !F. Since J5" is of characteristic zero, 'S is also (automatically) a separable, hence a finite Galois extension ofFF; G will denote the Galois group of 'S over ¡F. We will denote [S : F], the degree of 'S over ¡F, by n. By well-known Galois theory we have ['S : F] = cardinality of G.
11. In [5, §15] , there is defined the "gauge" function, ] [, from s/ u {0} to <?/ u {0}, which takes each/in s/ to ]/[=», the unique u in % such that f'x.u, and takes 0 to 0.
We see that ] [ induces a valuation on F', which we denote by v; its value group is tft, its valuation ring is @ = F n{~¿l}, and the maximal ideal of & is g = 0 n{<\}(cf. [3, pp. 296-298] for general discussion of these terms; on p. 298, line 8, x< 1 should be replaced by xá 1). F is clearly the field of fractions of (9. If fin F satisfies an equation of integral dependence over &, it is evident that/^1 holds, so that & is integrally closed in -F.
Likewise, ] [ induces a valuation V on 3?, with value group "?/, valuation ring <PX = 'S n{-¿l}, and maximal ideal S'x = €>x n {<1}. Evidently 0 = 0, n F and ê = êx n F. Any valuation on 'S restricting to n on F is said to extend v; Fis of course such a valuation. If C\cl'S is the valuation ring of any valuation on 9 extending v, we will say that 0t extends 6. 12. Let Ô be the integral closure of 0 in S. By definition, C: is the set of all elements x in 'S satisfying some polynomial equation (which depends on x) with leading coefficient 1 and all coefficients in 0. Since such elements x are clearly S>1, it follows that ffcz'S n {^1} = 0X. That § is a subring of 'S is a standard result.
13. Let ix = Sx n S={eeÔ : e<\}. Since Sx is a prime ideal, so is Sx. Since fcffci", it follows that ë-ix = {heë : hxl} = {c + e : c e^-{0}, e eix). Now 14. The value group of Fon 'S is <%. The range of the restriction of Vto &, that restriction being«, clearly is all of -?/. Hence the quantity e in [9, p. 68 (2) ] must be 1. Furthermore, the residue field 6/S is isomorphic to '€, hence is algebraically closed; thus the quantity/in [9, p. 68 (2) ] is 1 also. (We note that [9, Chapter VI, §12] applies since 'S is finite normal and separable over F) Since C'/S is evidently of characteristic zero, [9, p. 77, Corollary to Theorem 24] applies, and in view of the above, shows that g = n, so that (14.1) there are precisely n = ["S : F] distinct valuation rings in 'S extending <9. 15. According to [2, §8, n° 6, Proposition 6] , there is a bijection of the set of valuation rings @t in 'S extending 0 onto the set of maximal ideals of Ö, given by €\ i-> <fj n (9, where S\ is the unique maximal ideal of &¡. We apply [3, p. 244, Proposition 11 ] to conclude that the maximal ideals of G may be given as the set of conjugates o(Sx) of Sx = ëx n (V, as a runs through G. Because of (14.1) and the fact that the cardinality of G is n, we may conclude from this that (15.1) there is a bijection of G onto the set of maximal ideals of 6, given by a h-> cr(<?i).
16. Remarks. § §17-19 are capable of presentation in the general context of a field O containing a valuation ring 0 with maximal ideal S, and lying in a finite normal and separable (Galois) extension F in which the integral closure of 0 is ß and in which a valuation ring lying over € is (Px with maximal ideal-Sx. We have presented these sections in the more special context of [5] and the present paper so as to maintain continuity of exposition and so as to enjoy substantial technical convenience arising from the calculus of the -< relation, and from the canonical representations which our context allows for the various valuation rings, their maximal ideals, and their unit groups in terms of the field 'F and the -< relation. In general terms, our program requires us to find n distinct units cx, c2,..., cn in 0 (where n=[T : 0]), and an -q e ë such that ë**G! [it] holds and such that with 7? = 1?i> y 2, • • •> Vn the n algebraic conjugates of r¡, ■ni -c¡ e Sx holds, i'= 1, 2,..., n. To do this in the general context we would hypothesize that (16.1) ë has n=[r : 0] maximal ideals (the number is known by general valuation theory to be Sn; equality for our case follows from (15.1) which in turn is a consequence of special properties of our value groups and residue fields), (16.2) n = [r : O] units cx, c2,..., cn in 6 exist whose images in §/£ are distinct (true in our case since (9/S is canonically isomorphic to 'F which is infinite and whose nonzero elements are units in 0). Then an argument analogous to §18 yields an 77 e ë whose conjugates satisfy the desired congruences to the c¡, while an argument along the lines of §19 uses these properties of -n, together with the distinctness modulo 6° of the c¡, to show that e=& [r¡] .
17. Definition. Let r¡ e S be such that (17.1) r, = c + e where ce^-{0} andO-<e<Cl, (17.2) 'S=F(r]), (17.3) the roots ij¡ of the minimal polynomial of 77 over ¡F satisfy »;(»%, all i,j, but ■>)¡~-»)í only if r¡i = r)j.
Then 77 is called a simple generator of 'S over F.
18. Lemma. There is an 77 e'S such that 77 is a simple generator of S over !F.
Proof. If n = ys : F\=\, the conclusion is obvious. We suppose henceforth in the proof that n> 1. We enumerate the elements of G; G = (ox, o2,..., an), with c¡i the identity (since 'S is finite Galois over F, cardinality (G) = n). In view of (15.1), the distinct maximal ideals of (9 are given as rx(ix), r2(ix),.. .,rn( §x), where rt is the inverse of oh i=l,2,..., n, and where Sx = ëxn ë. Let Ci, c2,..., cnbe distinct elements of (F-{0}.Thencie<£<=^ë'^ë,i=l, 2,...,n. Since the r^/J are maximal, we know that the ideal in ë generated by t¡(^x) and Tj(3x) is just ^whenever ij¡=j. Hence by the Chinese Remainder Theorem ( [3, p. 63 We will show that r¡ is a simple generator for ^ over F. As i runs from 1 to « we apply a¡ to the z'th relation in (18.1), obtaining the simultaneous congruences°i (y) = "(cd (mod ¿x), i=l,2,...,«.
These relations, the definition of ix, and the fact that *€ lies in the fixed field of G, imply that (18.2) "H-cx < 1, i.e., ofa) ~ cu i = 1, 2,..., n.
Since the c¡ are distinct, (18.2) implies that the n conjugates of t¡ under G are distinct; it follows immediately that /S = F(r¡), and (17.2) is verified. Since n> 1, 17 cannot lie in 'fczF; (17.1) follows from this and from (18.2). (17.3) is an obvious consequence of (18.2) and the distinctness of the c¡. The lemma is proven.
19. Lemma. Let r¡ e 'S be a simple generator for 'S over F. Then e=C\r¡] (€' is the ring of polynomials in r¡ with coefficients in 0).
Proof. Let r¡ = r¡1,r¡2,..., r¡n be the n roots of the minimal polynomial P of -q over ÍF. It follows easily from (17.3) and the definition of minimal polynomial that the leading coefficient of F is 1 and that all coefficients of F are ^ 1, i.e., lie in ¿P.This means all the ij, are integral over (', hence lie in &. Therefore C{rj}aÖ, Now let x e f. r¡ generates 'S over ,F and is algebraic of degree n over F. Thus we may and do find elements b0, bx,..., è"_i in F such that We may and do enumerate G as (ox, a2,..., <r") in such a way that <tí(ij) = ij¡ holds, /= 1,2,...,«.
This done, we apply the a¡ in succession to (19.1), obtaining the system . Hence we may and do write e as a polynomial in p with coefficients in F and ~¿ 1. Since e and p are -<1, the zero-degree coefficient must be -<1. Now/i = w, and ¡;ef nj^ljcfnf^l}. It follows that we may write e = r0 + rxv+ ■ ■ ■ +rk(v)k where {r0, rx,..., rk}<= F n{<l}.
It follows from this and (13.2) that if g e S is <l (i.e., if geSx), then
where R and 5* are polynomials in v with coefficients in F and -<1. We will show v is quasilinear over F. Let P be the minimal polynomial for 77 over F. It is clear from (17.1) and (17.3) that the coefficients of Fare all ¡Si. With this, and the fact that 77 s; 1, in mind, expanding P(c) = P(r¡-p) in powers ofp, we see that P(c)~:p<v. P is of course of degree «, and its leading coefficient is 1. It is an easy consequence of (17.3) and of [5, §24] , that, in the terminology of [5] , all the points of instability of F lie inifand are simple points of instability; in particular, eis such. We apply [5, §23] to conclude that Pm(c)^ 1, /= 1, 2,...,«, and that Pll\c)xl. Let
Obviously Q(v) = 0. Using the above information on Pm(c), i = 0, 1,...,«, it is routine to verify that Q(Y) = q0+ Y+q2Y2-i-+qnYn where q¡<l holds, /=0, 2,..., «. Since c and v lie in F, so do the coefficients of Q. Hence v is quasilinear over F.
Finally, it is clear that S = F(v), since ^=^(77) and c and v lie in ,F-{0}. Hence, v is a quasilinear generator of 'S over F Throughout this discussion, 'S was an arbitrary, finitely generated normal algebraic extension of F. Hence, Theorem A, §5, (5.1) is proven.
II. ~#-Stable Systems
21. In part II, all discussions take place relative to a given, loosely closed graduated field X=(FT, <,.<%,¥).
22. Definition. Let 0 be a nonempty set of a.cn. fields. Let A be a set of Jtstable isomorphisms between the members of 0. Suppose that (22.1) for each (Fx, F2) 6 0x0 there is at least one A e A mapping Fx onto F2, (22.2) whenever the composition of two members of A is definM, that composition lies in A, (22.3) A contains the identity automorphism of each memb" of 0. We then call the ordered pair (0, A) an Jt-stable system. 23. Theorem C. Let (0, A) be an Jt-stable system. For each A in A, there is an Jt-stable isomorphism o of the algebraic closure of the domain of A onto that of the range of\, extending A; o is unique with these properties. Let V be the set of algebraic closures (in CF '!) of the members oft>. Let S be the set of extending isomorphisms a.
Then (F, D) is an Jt-stable system. Proof. The existence and uniqueness of each extension o follows from Theorem B, §9, (9.1) and (9.2) . It is routine, using in particular the uniqueness of each a, to show that each of the three properties in §22 is implied for (r, S) by the fact that it holds for (<I>, A). For example, (22.3) holds since A contains the identity on each F in 4>, and since the identity on the algebraic closure of each F in $ extends that on SF.
24. Definition. Let (4>, A) be an .^-stable system. Let F and 2 be the sets defined in §23. Then the Jt-stable system (r, 2) is said to be the algebraic closure of (<D, A).
III. Analytic ^-Stable Systems
25. Let N be a domain system, E a subconstant class over N, such that the subconstant pair (N, E) is quasilinearly closed (see [5, § §51-57] for definitions). If / and g are meromorphic over N, we write f<g if g^O and fg~1eE (see [5, § §52, 58] ). Let F be a real ß rational vector space ([5, §59] ), L a nonempty set of functions analytic over N, such that Y=(N, E, V, L) is a logarithmic quadruple (see [5, §60] ). Let <%(Y) be defined as in [5, §61] in terms of Y. . Let C denote the natural copy of the complex numbers contained in Mf. We denote by -< the partial order on Jf'induced in the obvious way by the relation «< defined above for functions meromorphic over A^.
By [5, §64] , X=(Mf -<,<%,C)isa graduated field, and is loosely closed, since we assume (N, E) quasilinearly closed.
In the sequel we will ignore the distinction between functions meromorphic over A7 and the members of Mf (classes) they determine. When we ascribe functiontheoretic properties to a member of Mf (e.g., being <e in modulus in some Te N), we will be tacitly referring to the properties of an appropriately chosen member of the class in question. This abuse of terminology is harmless since if/and g belong to the same class, then/(x)=g(x) holds for each x in each member of a cofinal subfamily of N. 27. In § §28-32, Mf, -<, ^/, and Cdenote the items defined in §26, and all discussion takes place with respect to the loosely closed graduated field X=(Mf -<, <%t, C) which they constitute. 28. Definition. Let (0, A) be an ^-stable system. Let k be a positive integer. Let A be a compact polydisc in Ck with nonvoid interior, and centered at 0 = (0, 0,..., 0). Suppose that for each ^, in <¡>, there is associated a function tt0 from A to A satisfying:
(28.1) the domain of tt0(c) is J^, for each c in A; (28.2) tto(0) is the identity automorphism of ¿P0.
Let n = {ttq : F0 e 0} be the set of all the functions tt0. II is called a k-parametrization of A.
Notation.
Let (0, A) be an ^-stable system. Let k be a positive integer. Let n be a /c-parametrization of A. When a given F0 in 0 is under discussion, we will often denote each isomorphism 7r0(c) (c e A) simply by Ac.
30. Definition. Let (0, A) be an ^-stable system. Let (r, S) be its algebraic closure. Let k be a positive integer. Let n be a /c-parametrization of A. For each 'S0 in T, define xb0 from A to S by setting, for each c in A, xb0(c) = a, where o is the unique extension in S of that isomorphism 7r0(c) whose domain is the field Fü of which 'Sq is the algebraic closure. The set W = {<f>0 : <S0e Y} is called the natural extension of II to 2.
It is easy to verify that *F is a /c-parametrization of S. 31. Definition. Let (0, A) be an ^-stable system. Let k be a positive integer. Let n be a /c-parametrization of A. Suppose that (31.1) for each F0 in 0, each finite set {/,.. .,/"} of elements in Fa and <1, and each e > 0, there is a member F of N such that Ac(/), as a function of (c, x) e A x F, is continuous and bounded in modulus by e in A x F, analytic in its k+1 complex variables in the interior of A x F, /= 1, 2,..., «. The ordered quadruple (0, A, A, fl) is called a k-analytic Jt-stable system, or simply, an analytic Jt-stable system, when the context makes reference to k unnecessary. For each c in A, we denote by XCQ the polynomial over XC(F0) gotten by applying Ac to the coefficients of Q. For each such c, the function pc defined from p by "freezing c" is a solution of Ac@(F) = 0, analytic and tending to zero over N. It is easy to verify that Acg(y) = 0 has at most one such solution (one uses the same manipulations as in the proof of the assertion in §3, substituting "->0" for " -<1 "). aciv) is such a solution, hence oc(v) = pc holds for each c in A. Now given any S>0, we may use the hypothesis on ($, A, A, II) to obtain a F in N such that all the functions Ac(r,;) and Xc(su), where r,, and stj run through the coefficients of the R¡ and S¡, /= 1, 2,..., n, are simultaneously continuous and bounded by S in modulus in A x F, analytic in the interior of A x F.
For each c in A, and each / = 1, 2,...,«, we have, using §9, Theorem B, (9.3),°c (gi) = [KRi(<rc(^W+KSl(cc(v) IV 33. In §34 we define essentially the context of [4] , [6] , [7] and [8] . In §35, in this context, we sketch an application of the preceding theory.
34. Let ß e (0, tt]. Let A7be the domain system F(-ß, ß) defined in [4, § §91-94] ;
its members are real-symmetric unbounded sector-like domains which miss the nonpositive real axis. Let p be a nonnegative integer. Let Q denote the rational number field. We specialize the constructions of § §25-26, so that N becomes F(-ß, ß), so that/e E=Ee holds (i.e.,f<l) if and only if Í x(log x)(log log x) ■ • • (logi x) -¡A /-> 0 holds, all z'^0, y'^0, and so that in the graduated field XBtP = (MfB, <,^P,C) resulting from our choice of V and L, aU = allp is the set of functions {x"(log jr)»(log log xy-■ -(log, x)" :(P,o,T,...,<p)e Q"}.
The elements of Jtv = {cu : c e C-{0}, u e <%p) are called logarithmic monomials of rank ^P. EB is easily shown to be quasilinearly closed, so that by [5, §64] , XB¡P is loosely closed. The order -< defined in terms of EB can be shown without difficulty to "survive differentiation" in the sense that if f~m eJtp -C holds, then /'~m' holds.
35. In [4] , [6] and [8] , a central object of study is the algebraic differential equation (35.1) F(y) = 0 where P( F) = 2 Pu Yl( Y')' is a first-order differential polynomial whose coefficients (the Pi,) lie in MfB and are ~ to logarithmic monomials (these hypotheses include the classical case where the pu are rational functions). We seek solutions ~ to logarithmic monomials. Under further hypotheses on the p¡, which are implied by
